
Saturday, February 15, 2020 • 6pm
Screenings at:

Greensboro Dance Film Festival



HQ Greensboro - Program I
111 W. Lewis Street

7 p.m.

T.I.A. (THIS is Africa)
Director: Matthieu MAUNIER-ROSSI
Aïpeur Foundou is a congolese dancer and choreographer. Amidst some 
popular areas of Brazzaville, he shows us one possible way to freedom.

How Long is Forever?
Director: Priyabrata Panigrahi & Sahit Anand
Priyabrata saw the five bodies in the space as one fabric, as integrated and 
dynamic elements of breathing topography. One cloud, one swarm of 
harmonised yet competing energies. He wanted to implode and meditate. 
Both, simultaneously.

Six Solos
Director: Simon Fildes *Festival Curator
Individual performances or communal expression? We can become more 
than the just the sum of our parts if we come together.

Time Subjectives in Objective Time
Director: Kati Kallio
Three persons inside the old factory dance from one room to another 
affirming moments of stagnation in endless time.

Finding My Feet
Director: Omari Carter *Festival Curator
Still in the midst of rehabilitation, choreographer and dancer Omari Carter 
confronts his inability to move in ways that he once did. Through talks with 
cinematographer, James Williams, Omari presents his current discomfort 
with his current physical ability. Resulting in a docu-dance that explores 
the frustrations, doubts and struggle an injured dancer endures to find 
their feet again. 

Mother Of All Time
Director: P Sam Kessie & Lane M Wooder
An experimental dance project that explores the relationship between 
time, space, dance, and music. This was the first of it’s kind to combine 



Willow
Director: Andi Pei 
Rushed by the winds of modernity, a woman, like a willow bends. Flexible 
yet tenacious, the willow is a symbol from ancient Chinese poetry used 
to embody femininity. This film expresses the feminine beauty and 
indomitable will of a woman.
*Student Film

Greensboro Project Space 
Program II

219 W. Lewis Street
7:45 p.m.

choreographed dance, hyperlapse presentation, and dramatic camera 
movement. The piece shows how a person’s interpretation of time can 
affect their perception of movement.

MASS
Director: Fu LE & Adrien Gontier
MASS is a 10 minutes single take video-dance shot in Paris. The project was 
framed within the Danse en Seine’s choreographic workshops, including 
40 amateur dancers. Images of the crowd appear more and more often and 
symbolize the current upheavals all over the world, evoking alternately 
parties, migrations, manifestations, gatherings or just the daily life of big 
cities. We thus work on the mass, with all the drunkenness it can inspire. 
We confront the individual with crowd movements, in order to observe 
how he resists or lets immerse himself. 

Burden
Director:  Lawrence Fung
Not one, but four: “Born into Bondage.” They have seen the bars that bind 
them to this subordination and want out. Trouble is, they are weak, they 
are blind, & they are burdened by their illusionary lives. Programmed for 
isolation, the four can’t seem to coalesce. Doomed to fall into their old 
patterns of rigidity? Or freed from bondage?
*Student Film

We Are On The Same Bus
Director: Nuno Serrão
We are all on the same bus, but some of us are more awake than others.



In Pursuit of Joy: A Screendance BBQ 
Director: Omari Carter
This film has been developed through the exploration of the cultural, 
universal and individual joy of each performer. Inviting the viewer to 
experience an embodied feeling of joy through dance, home-movie inspired 
cinematography and montage editing. Resulting in the presentation of a 
new harmonic, between a naturally occurring and performed expressions 
of joy.

Stages
Director: Angela Rosales Challis
An animated Screendance that abstracts negative emotions that society 
has taught us to hide. This project developed through dance and camera 
improvisation based on a poem. Chang Liu, a Chinese, queer, exceptional 
dancer, is able to explore those emotions with power and sensibility.
*Student Film

UNSTOPPABLE
Director: Georgina Bates
Unstoppable is a physical exploration of what happens when we redefine 
femininity. The film demonstrates colors of comedy, strength, and breaking 
barriers of expectations in a world that asks us to be a “lady.”

Away From Here
Director: Katrina McPherson
Set in the dramatic West Highlands of Scotland, Away From Here examines 
the fleeting relationship of people to a sense of place and belonging; 
exploring the incongruity of our relationship to an ancient landscape.

House of Joy
Director: Robert Uehlin
House of Joy was produced as a part of the 2018 Oregon Dance Film 
Commission. It was made in collaboration with dancer and choreographer 
Raven Jones of Woflbird Dance in Portland, Oregon. Shot entirely on 
Kodak Super 8mm film, the piece chronicles one person’s struggle to let go 
of what they thought life would be like.

Etch
Director: Abby Warrilow & Lewis Gourlay
A girl hikes across remote moorland. On a hill in the distance, stands a lone 



VCM Studios - Program III
517 S. Elm Street

8:30 p.m.
Jah Intervention
Director: Welket Bungué & Daniel Santos
‘Jah Intervention’ is a symbolic walk to exhaustion. The intervention 
proposes the preliminary warm-up that precedes a fight of titans in a 
boxing ring. The intervention consists of the movement of the performer 
sensing the sudden fall when affected by perforations by bullets of semi-
automatic weapons.

VolumeUP
Director: Sydney Samson
A dance film that serves as a voice for the voiceless. Climate change is real, 
and it is severe. It is time for us all to wake up and fight for our planet.
*Student Film

between silences
Director: Rich Ferri
Filmed on location on Cape Cod, between silences is a dance film based 
on Ali Kenner Brodsky’s solo the most depressing piece… Together with 

building, which she discovers is a long abandoned hall. She takes off her 
boots, strides across to an old piano and pulls it by one corner. The rusted 
wheels jam and it pivots, creating an arc in the layers of compacted dust 
and the wooden floor splinters. Hinged on one foot, she extends her leg 
and rotates swiftly. Her feet trace, etch and carve in circular movements, 
creating marks. Finally she stands back to witness the impression her dance 
has etched on the floor.

REVEL IN YOUR BODY
Director: Katherine Helen Fisher
A short film experience of the joy of flight featuring disabled dancers Alice 
Sheppard and Laurel Lawson.

COWBOYS
Director: Sebastian Weber
A short dance film based on the contemporary tap dance production 
“COWBOYS” by the Sebastian Weber Dance Company.



filmmaker Rich Ferri, Kenner Brodsky transforms her live solo into a raw, 
unfiltered cinematic experience. between silences portrays one woman’s 
journey through grief. To love. To lose. To grieve. To find a way back.

Little Forest Space
Director: Alexandria Searls
Utilizing natural materials—paper, twine, and local plants—to define the 
space slightly from the natural environment, Little Forest Space creates a 
private theater to move amidst and celebrate nature in. Pinned on long 
pieces of twine, the paper and plants attempt to reflect the natural motion 
of the air, leaves, and water of the Rivanna trail. The dancers move along 
with them, celebrating space, nature, and the transition of seasons from 
Summer to Fall.” 

Making Men
Director: Antoine Panier & Harold George
Making Men examines the question of masculinity. This dance film zooms 
in on 4 individuals in the process of becoming men. As is expected, 
they proceed unquestioningly into manhood through various stages of 
their lives, adopting the clearly coded characteristics allowed by society. 
However, a feeling of unease, in the very depths of their being, oppresses 
them. They feel uncertainty but also something else, harder to define…

Grasping
Director: Carey Barnette & Arlynn Zachary
A contemporary screen dance work based on the main character’s reflective 
thoughts surrounding several women who were once a part of her life.
*Student Film

The Wait Room
Director: Austin Forbord
“The Wait Room” is designed to reflect upon and bear artistic witness to 
the experience of women with incarcerated loved ones. Embedded within 
the piece are ruminations on how these women suffer and overcome, 
how their lives are disrupted, their relationships challenged, their bodies 
policed. The film enacts metaphorical strategies for responding to the 
literal and figurative walls erected between these women and their loved 
ones. The dancers’ bodies register how the prison industrial complex has a 
reach that extends far beyond the prison bars.”



Festival Crew

Allison Beaty
Lena Brodauf
Mikaela Chavis 
Chris Fleming
Bre Forbes
Chelsea Hilding
Lauren Kelly
Amy Masters

Robin Gee, Director, Sugarfoote Productions
B.J. Sullivan, Curator

Simon Fildes, Guest Curator
Omari Carter, Guest Curator

Ann Davis Moore
Caitlyn Schrader
Genna Stott
B.J. Sullivan
Gabriel Terry
Nekeshia Wall 
Megan Whiting

Special Thanks
to Our Sponsors

For more information on the Greensboro Dance Film Festival and 
its programs, please visit: 

www.greenborodancefilms.org
And follow us on social media at:

Facebook: GreensboroDanceFilmFestival
Instagram: @gsodancefilm
Twitter: @gsodancefilms



UPCOMING DANCE EVENTS

Delta Chi Xi Barefoot Charity Concert
    UNCG Dance Theater                          March 20-21, 8pm

Makayla Ferrick & Gabrielle Tull MFA Thesis Concert           
    UNCG Dance Theater                          March 27-28, 8pm
    
Briann Forbes MFA Thesis Concert                        
    The Interactive Resource Center                   April 3, 8pm

Spring Dances
     UNCG Auditorium                                      April 18, 8pm

BFA Dance Thesis Concerts
     UNCG Dance Theater                           April 23-25, 8pm
                                                                             April 25, 2pm

Tickets are available from eTix at www.etix.com 

The UNCG Dance Theater is located at 1408 Walker Ave.
The UNCG Auditorium is located at 408 Tate St.

The Interactive Resource Center is located at 407 E. 
Washington St. 

For more information about the School of Dance at 
UNCG, please visit: dance.uncg.edu

Thank you for joining us!


